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TALK FROM AUSTRALIA

by John Curtin,

Prime Minister of Australia

Following is the script of the talk from to be
broadcast after the 9 o' clock news tonight

I speak to you from Australia, the land that is preparing to meet an

invasion.

You in Britain know what this means, for it was the courage you showed

in the dark days after Dunkirk that has now become a shining symbol to your

kindred in this far away continent.

While we watch the enemy approaching ever closer to our shores, we remember

how the people of Britain used the greatest weapon of all to hold off the invader,
the weapon of on indomitable spirit.

Like Britain after Dunkirk, we find that we have not enough arms, not

enough planes.

You did not have enough planes, nor enough arms, but you did have the will

to resist.

It was the spirit of the people that freed Britain, and it will be the

spirit of the Australian people that will not only save Australia but send us

marching forward to victory.

Dangerous days lie ahead of us, but under this threat the Empire is more

united than ever before.

The people of Australia have no illusions about this struggle. They know

that this is not a fight for Australia, nor for the Empire, nor for any other

section of the world, but a fight for the world itself.

One thing this war has demonstrated, and that is the inability of small

nations to stand alone and defend themselves.

It is the unity that has given it the strength to hold on, and it

is because the Australian Government believes so earnestly in that unity and the

joining of our forces for the common weal that it has so consistently advocated

greater collaboration in resisting the Axis countries.

For we are practical Empire patriots, practical democrats; the Australians

were the first Empire people to send their men away from their shores to fight
for the Empire. They have always fought for the Empire, they have always fought
for what is right, and always fought against what is wrong, because that is their

nature.

To-day, Australians are serving in every continent in the world. Our

sailors can be found on every ocean. Our airmen fight in many lands, so do

our soldiers. With their blood Australians have written many glorious pages of

Empire history. Australia and great Britain each belong to that group of

countries pledged to the destruction of Axis brutality.

We belong to that group of free people known as the United Nations.
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Eaoh member of a family my have strong individual preferences
and views, "but on the major issues of life they have a common outlook.

While democracy lives, there will always bethe British Empire.
In that we see a great inspiration for the conduct of this war.

Under the system of British unity, we have had armed forces of

individual nations working under one Commander, and it is an extension

of that idea that can be found in Australia to-day, for we have

achieved a degree of unity in this fight for life greater than that

previously achieved.

We have a Commander-in-Chief - a great soldier - General Douglas

MacArthur, and in Australia to-day the fighting men of Australia and

as one army under one leader.

We have achieved the same unity of command as we did when our

soldiers fought under Sir Archibald Wavell as Commander-in-Chief in

the Middle East.

The unity is strength and the United Nations will hurl theJapanese

back to their island home, will turn Hitler's dream of world conquest into

a nightmare of retribution, and release the Italian peoples from their

would-beCaesar.

Faced with the threat of an invasion: oUr armies are preparing to

take the offensive. That is the Anzac spirit, that isthespirit that

is inspiring the Empire and the UnitedNations to-day.

It is a spirit that knows not defeat; it is for life;' itself we

strive; our history is a record of. struggle to broaden freedom, hot to

lessen it, and most certainly not to surrender it.

As we see the situation to-day, Australia is a great bastion pf Empire.

From a securely-held Australia the strategy and forces essential to free

the Pacific Ocean, to hold firmly the Indian Ocean, and to liberate the

enemy-occupied places threatening these oceans, go forward to the offensive.

This purpose abides with us. It keeps the Axis Powers in the West,

separated from their Eastern partner; it is, the blow that willprove,

the turning point in the total conflict.

This is Australia's resolve. On our people and the people of New

Zealand now falls the burden of the Empire in the South Pacific. We

represent you here . With the aid of the United Natlonp we shall

not fail.

Finally, I send to you a message of loyalty and unity to our common

oause. Australia is proud of its sonship with the Motherland. In its

loyalty it accepts the mantle that hascome to it. It will inexorably

and with all that it has stand side by bade With you in upholding what

we are, and working and fighting till the end, for Victory.

Men and, women of Britain, God bless you.
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